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PRINTERS’ MARKETING PROBLEMS

An Analysis,with a Note on The Chief New Market for his Services

I. Publicity for Printing consists of the follow-

ing elements:

A. General educational propaganda,concerned with—

1. Intensifying demand in existing markets, to

(@ raise standards and prices; (b) increase rate of

consumption and re-ordering.
2. Creating and stimulating new markets.

B. Specificadvertising of the individual ‘printer’sser-

vice, by—
1. Promise of a definite standard of value (House
name being equivalent of “‘brand’’): (a) speed,

specialcapabilities,etc. ; (b)co-operation in details of

production.
2. Suggestions to customers based on General

Publicity as above.

Il. Normal technique of such publicity:
A. (Generalpropaganda)Collective advertising.

1. Market research in existing markets, with circula-

tion of conclusions as to (a) reasons for using better

print; (b) “Styling”—scrappingof obsolete print and

more rapid consumption.
2. Market research and publicity on new uses, by a

committee of experts.

B.(Specific):Printer informs his public what particu-
Jaraes experienceand standards his house has.

- “Plant,’’ or semi-technical advertising.
2. Suggestions adapted to specific users’ needs,

showing his own special abilities.

Ill. The individual printer cannot afford to

issue by himself the generalor “introductory”
publicity which refers to a whole class of

printers, because:

A. He must devote too much space to facts equally
applicable to his rivals.

B. He has proportionally less time for the specific
reasons for using his identified service, which are the

most direct and sales productive arguments he has.

IV. On the other hand, the individual printer
cannot afford to advertise specificallywithout

any “‘advance barrage” of generalpublicity,either for “‘better value’’ or “new uses’’.

(Remark: Effort is wasted in advertising the best

variety of a commodity to a public that knows and

cares little about that commodity as such. “This is

why you want the X Sunray Lamp”’falls flat when

no desire for sun-bathing has been created.)
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V. There must therefore be collective market

research and collective sales propaganda in

ptinting, as in many other well-organized
industries.

(Remark:The “‘natural’’ as against the ‘“‘stimulated”

market for printing was enormously increased by
compulsory education, later by the need in other

trades to advertise (to stabilize prices and create

quality-demand), still later by the increasing
“mechanization’’ of business. Only now is the

printing industry finding it necessary to stimulate

existing, and create new, markets for its services.)

VI. But such publicity cannot effectivelybe

undertaken by any existing body, because no

printing organization imposes on its members
a definite standard of value.

A. The F.M.P.A. can speak for over half the printers
of the country, and presumablythe better (because the

more craft-conscious)half; but it can promise the cus-

tomer nothing as to the qualityof work, the efficiencyof
operation,or the degreeof co-operationwith the customer im-

plied by the fact of membership. And it is just such

promises that make possible the collective publicity
alreadymentioned.

‘Obsoleteprinting’is hurting the prestige
and lowering the efficiencyof hundreds

of business firms to-day.
RE-STYLING to increase “printpower’is the

need of the moment. The ‘experts’are aware of
this. But WHO IS TO UNDERTAKE

LAE RES FVLING?

B. The Supply Companies are—

1,—not likely to pool their efforts in a sufficiently
largecampaignto inctease the consumption of print.
The necessary argument for higher quality would

benefit some suppliers at the expense of others; and

indirect and difficult to attribute to a given effort.

(Remark:The Monotype Corporation has done more

genetalpublicity on behalf of “better printing’”’than

any other supply company, but that is because the

machine it manufactures has what amounts to a

monopoly of the more effective settings. It is in-

evitably connected, in the minds of printers and

users alike, with the idea of better typography at

economic cost.)

2.—not, in any case, fit and proper ambassadors to

the public. To give the supply companies the con-

trolling voice in national printing propaganda(by
accepting a preponderantcontribution) would injure
the prestige of the printers as such and rob them of

independence.
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VII. Hence we must envisage a new group of

printers (allied with the more forward-looking
suppliers)who have:

1. Definite standards that identify them, such standards

(of modernity, typographic skill, etc.) being a condition

of membershipin the group.

2, The willingness to (a) pool marketing experience;
(b) jointly investigate ways of stimulating present
markets and raising standards of quality(hencestabiliz-

ing prices); (¢)jointly exploringnew markets for print
(by organized research);(¢) exploiting these two mar-

kets by collective national publicity and propaganda.

(Remark:It will be noted that a clear definition is

made here between such printers as can be called

modern both in equipment and in creative responsi-
bility towards their customers, and such other prin-
ters as still retain obsolete methods and an unam-

bitious attitude toward customers. This definition

has alreadybeen drawn by the average shrewd buyer
of printing. It is absolutely necessary to any clear

appreciation of the present situation. There is no

point whatever in collectivelyadvertising “locomo-

tion’”’ as such, if the ox cart is thereby to be as widely
advertised as the motor car; but “‘buya new car” is

a legitimatesloganfor collective advertising,because

every modern motor-car is known to have certain

mechanical advantages. Similarly our own adver-

tising on behalf of the ‘““Monotype’’printer has

identified a class of modern printers as possessing
certain known and unique mechanical advantages
(separate type correction, new separate type press
work, etc.) irrespective of what type faces or typo-

graphic service the printer may offer. But of “‘the

printer” in general it is impossible to say anything
more than that he is able to print—just as the ox-cart

and motor-car are both able to transport goods! The

printer who clings to obsolete methods, neglecting
all the finer points of craftsmanshipin his desperate
effort to keep up with the machine, and referring
to the cry of “cheap” for lack of any other sales

argument, is not so valuable a member of the industry
that his interest must be put before that of the

modern printer. If any must suffer from competition
and under-consumption, then it is better that the

balance should be weighed in favour of the courage-
ous, modern house than that a generalsilence on the

latter’s part should work to the actual advantageof

the price-cutter, the obsolete plant, and such “print
factories’ as lack the enthusiasm of craftsmanship.)

A NOTE UPON STYLING

The word “‘styling,’’which was unknown in its

modern sense a decade ago, has recentlybecome a word to

conjure with in up-to-date industrial quarters. No one

word could be of more vital interest to the printer in

regard to the marketingof his service. It would be as well

to rehearse the reasons behind this new movement before

applying its precepts to printing.
The creation of new markets is a necessary but slow and

relatively expensive process. Far more fruitful is the

ability to make an existing buyer scrap and replace.
The normal rate of repeating consumption could once

be calculated accordingto the lifetime of the goods; only
when they wore out was the way free for another sale.

This is still true of peasant communities. But it is in-

teresting to notice that exactlyin proportion to the rise in

standards of living, the habit of using goods “‘to death’

falls off, and a new element enters marketing, namely
style.

“SCRAP AND REPLACE”

The alert manufacturer (say, of furniture) discovered

that, although it was possiblefor a family to invest in a

dining-room suite of such durability that even the con-

sumers’ great grandchildren would offer no further

market for those goods, still a new sale of new goods
could be effected in as short a time as ten years. That

mysterious current of human affairs known as a changeof

style had rendered the old goods obsolete, and there was

an unexpectedmarket for a new and modern set of furni-

ture. Manufacturers, however, were not content to hope
and pray for a natural change of style to bring them so

many benefits. It was discovered that within certain

limits “‘re-styling”could be deliberatelyinjected as a

stimulus to trade. With that discoverywas born a new

kind of expert, one who is at present drawing four-figure
salaries in many trades for value received: namely the

stylist. This man or woman does not actually manipulate
buying impulses only in the luxury trades, where

“change for the sake of change’’is tolerable. The more

solid aspect of styling consists of recognizing wherein

certain goods have become obsolete or old-fashioned,
and urging their replacement with a far mote efficient

REDESIGNED PRODUCT.

Re-styling is an idea which has in it more potential
ptinting orders than any other one idea which the printer
can conceive. It is probably an understatement to say
that 50 per cent. of the commercial printing of this

country is hopelesslyand grotesquely obsolete from the

point of view of the modern business man. One need

only open the morning post to see letter-heads unchanged
since the 1890's; hopelesslyinefficient catalogues,poorly
or insufficiently illustrated; booklets and leaflets that

have received no benefit from the modern renaissance of
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fine type design. Actually, many a business man will say
“We don’t need any new circulars, we still have a thousand
of the old ones’’—as if a non-circulatingcircular were in

some way an asset! All these tawdry and complacentlyold-fashioned printed jobs are playingdog-in-the-manger
to the efficient modern literature which should be replac-
ing them. It is as if a man with a 1912 model motor-car

were to say “I am notin the market, I already have a

car; look, there it is.’

THE EFFECT ON PRICES

And apart from all this, the blindness to re-stylingis a

powerful depressant to prices. Mr. X finds that the old

instruction book (feebly designed) is going out of print.
Ata ttagic cost in prestige, he can “‘save alittle’ if his

printer has kept the formes standing, and price wins the

day by default! Or a re-setting is necessary, and it is a

question whether Y, the modern printer, shall take the

job and turn it into something effective by twenty elec-

ng master strokes of typography;or whether Z, the

price cutter, shall do his best with it amidst the harassing
problems that such a house must face.See what happens
if the job goes to Z: Mr. X says “OF course this printer
is a cheap-jack who cannot afford any skilled typo-

gtapher; if he makes any alterations they will probablybe
for the worse; at least the present layout has been fairly
good enough for the past fifteen years, so we had better

play safe and tell Z to follow style.” So what might have
been genuine re-sale at a fair price based on better values
becomes a minimum consumption of “the mixture as

before.”

If there were no propaganda now being issued for the

re-stylingof printed literature, one could fairly say thata

forceful campaignby the printing industry could produce
a 100 per cent. increase of orders in a very short time.

But it is of the utmost importance to realize that the

stylist is alreadyat work in the printing industry;and he is by
no means alwaysaprinter.

The advertising agent is vividly aware of the im-

portance of modern typography; the free-lance “‘expert”’
is really a professionalstylist, consciouslyspreading the

gospel of effectiveness in print. Many an advertising
manager devotes as much of his and of his subordinates’

time during a year as would be represented by a £300
salary, in work which can strictly be called styling:
the collection of paper, ink and type specimens,and the

designing of printed matter to the strictest and most

iron-bound specification,The printer, approaching his

customer with the message ‘‘SCRAP OBSOLETE PRINTING

AND REPLACE WITH EFFECTIVE TYPOGRAPHY” is as likely
as not to be met by a typographicenthusiast who will ask
the most searchingquestions. If such a printer is not

genuinely expert in these matters, his well- meaning
efforts will be ignored and he will be told to confine
himself to following the layout with rigid obedience,
using the specified materials, and—exercisinghis own

private judgment in exactlyone matter, namely the price
to be paid!

This state of things is extremely damaging to the

printing craft as a whole, and is directly productive of

price competition. The solution is to a great extent in the

hands of the printer.
As the printing training school becomes a place where

the basic principlesof good taste are instilled into crafts-

men; as the art of typographybecomes the enthusiastic
cult of the modern printer; so will the word “‘expert”’in
connection with layout and design become meaningless
when applied to anyone outside the printing office. As

customers come to realize that they spend as much in the

end whether they “‘trust the printer’ or do part of the

printer’s work themselves, we shall see more and more

houses buying printing by the appropriation method,
which starts off by fixing the amount to be spent on a

basis of the results to be gained, and then invites com-

petition for the best value offered at that definite price.*
This will playsquarelyinto the hands of the printers who

really do know how to make type work overtime, who

have invested in an adequate modern repertory of faces,
and keep abreast of the latest processes and materials; for

after all, the printer has certain advantagesagainst any
outside expert when he is talking of design in terms of

technique, and vice versa.

It is too late for the modern printer to introduce typo-

graphic styling to his better customers. But unless he

fully and deliberately exploitsthis extremely powerful
force, he will be unable even to talk the languageof the

very class of customers that he should be most anxious

to deal with. That typographicdesign matters, andmatters enormously,in the exploitation of printers’
markets is perhaps the one statement most worth making
in regard to the problem of selling more printing at a

fair price.

* Afolder analysingthe AppropriationMethod of buyingprint

may be obtained on applicationto the Editor



THE METAMORPHOSIS OF THE

COMP-ROOM

BY AN EDITOR

SoME years ago I laid down the setting-stickand took up the pen.Instead of

helpingto print the literaryburblingsof other people,I had the satisfaction
of seeing my former confréres of the case-room setting up my burblings.In

those daysI was a case-hand.

There were two reasons for my ardent wish to desert the composing room.

One was an insatiable itch for writing: and in my innocence I thought I

should find myhighestform of happinessin journalism.The other reason

was the scarcityof type-settingmaterial.

Now this second reason may sound extremelyfunny.But it wasn’t funny
to me in the least, nor to the many compositorswith whom I have worked in

the course of my printing career. Looking back on those miserable daysof

seatchingfor mere typeand materials to set up the smallest job,Tam inclined

to think that theywere even more nerve-rackingthan editinga newspaper.
It was ghastly.We were alwaysout of leads and sorts and furniture and

quotationsand most other things besides. Alwaysnew type and lengths of

lead were coming in to the case-room, yet somehow there were never any in

the cases or the furniture racks.
It was all swallowed up in standingjobs. How we pickedthose standing

jobs!Bythe time two or three of us had flourished our tweezers round them,

theywere simplyskeletons of their former selves. Degeneration would set in

on them and those standingjobswould become so much standingpie.
When the job came alongagain to be reprinted, the entrails of the type

were in such ahopelesscondition that the thing had to be set up all over

again. So we had to pick another standing job to set it up. By and by the

proprietorwould find out the true state of affairs, and as of course all printing
trade employersare the souls of efficiency,he began to see that this sort of

thing wouldn’t do at all. (By the way, Iam not speakingof anyindividual
employer,but of the whole race).
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There would then be inauguratedan era of dissing,For quite an hour or

more, half the case-room would be put on to hectic dissing.Then came the

inevitable rush jobs—doprinters ever have jobs which aren’t rush jobs?—and
the one brief hour of dissingbecame a legendaryexperience,lovelyto look

back upon, but to be sternlyforgotten in the grim search for sorts and leads.

It was a most unhappytime. ‘Temperswouldfray and fret, and the at-

mospheregenerallywas gloomy and bitter. You would meet compositors
wanderingabout from job-rackto job-racklike so many lost and tormented

souls, findingthemselves forestalled wherever theydespairinglyturned. You

sworedreadfully—itrelieved you just a little. And of course standards of

workmanshipdeclined seriously.All the arts of the wangler,the bodger, the

shifter and the skimpwere practised—hadto be practised.
The bugbear of empty lead racks, cases without type, and scarcityof

furniture, made life intolerable. After all, most of a man’s working life is

spent inside the workshop,and the developmentof his character and moral

well-beingdepend,to an incalculable extent, upon the state of his life there.

Wheninefficiencyis all around him what else can it induce in a workman but

inefliciencyin his own conduct. Slovenliness becomes in time second nature,

and laziness beginsnot so much with the temptation to escape work as with

the desire to escape irritating search for materials.

The most amazing exampleof this sort of print-shop is not a hundred

miles from Fleet Street, that land of progress in printing. To this especial
“glory-hole”compositors used to come and go like birds of passage. They
bided their little hour or two like the Persian Kings in Omar Khayyam,and

then passedon theirway,unable to endure the Spartansimplicityof the type
cases and the stern struggle for quads and furniture. All day compositors
wandered vacantlyaround the randoms for hours at a stretch, their fount of

hope slowlyebbing away. Eventually,the 6 o’clock bell would ring and,

hastilyscrawling“General—4 hours’’ on their daily time sheets, they de-

parted weary and disillusioned. And the next day the whole nightmare of

“pickingfor sorts’? occurred over again. The miracle of the whole farce

is that quite a fair standard of composition was turned out. It surelyspeaks
much for the stamina of the British Working Man!

And now the sequel.
6



THE. METAMORPHOSIS OF THE COMP-ROOM

The other day I went through one of the composing rooms where I had

laboured and suffered. As I neared the once-hated department,somethingof

the old gloomand strain returned upon me. The compositors,I knew, would

be anxiouslysearching,searching.And the stone-hands would be worried and

snappy. And the cases and the furniture racks would be empty.
But a metamorphosishad occurred in that case-room. I sensed the trans-

formedatmosphereimmediatelyT entered the department.There was an air

of assurance, of efficiency,of smooth working,which in the old daysI used

to connect onlywith giantand prosperousfirms, or with the UtopianHere-

after of a compositor’sdream. Here the case-hands were actuallylooking as

though they were getting on with their work—theywere contented and they
did not slouch or look worried and surly as we used to do. I went over to

the lead and quotationracks, Theywere full. Ipulledout some cases: they
were full. I found the ornament and rule drawers: theywere also full.

The Manager looked pleasedwith himself when I pointed out the seeming
miracleto him. “Yes,”hesaid, “it’s that machine.Greatstuff,the‘Monotype’.”

“But the leads and metal furniture?’ I queried.
“All ‘Monotype’,”’he said with loftypleasure.Extraordinary.I had only

heard vague rumours about this omnipotence of the “Monotype”machine.

The Manager took me over to a machine workingbrisklyand with cheer-

fulness. He showed me a squadof 2.4-pointquotationsin processof casting,
“That's how we keepourselves suppliednowadays,”he said.

Then he pulled out drawer after drawer of standing displayand tabular

jobs,all set by ““Monotype”’,even the most intricate ones. There wasn’t a

letter picked,“Half the jobs that come in nowadaysare standing,”he said.

Returning homewards I ponderedwhether the universal coming of the

“Monotype”in my own printing dayswould have tied me to the case instead

of my loathingit as I did then.

There is no doubt, from what I can see, that the “Monotype”has wrought
a happyrevolution in the conditions of the modern compositor, and has, I

should imagine, resulted not only in an efficiencywhich the old haphazard
daysnever knew, but also in givingthe workman a self-respectand a lively
pleasurein creation.



ATTACHMENTS

In planningthe designof any machine for dis-

placing hand operations an account is always
taken of the diversityof these operations, and

the frequency in which each is carried out.

If the designer of such a machine feels con-

vinced that his mechanism is unlikely to be

able to carry out speedily and economically
some of the more difficult functions of the

hand craftsman he will not provide for the

performanceof these functions in his proposed
mechanism; for it is obvious that if a certain

operation is performed by hand very infre-

quently by the general run of anticipated users

it would not be an economical proposition to

providespecialmechanism to substitute it. In

these cases it is a sounder proposition to pro-
vide specialattachments which may be applied
by potential users who specialize in work in

which these operations are brought into use

with a frequencygreater than that experienced
by the generalusers of such machine.

It is an unprofitableproposition to saddle a

machine with a mass of equipment that may be

seldom or never used by the greater majority of

purchasers,no matter how indispensablesuch

equipment might be to the few who specialize
in work whichnecessitates its use.

The “Monotype” is a machine which

specially lends itself to the fitting of attach-

ments; consequentlythe number which it has

from time to time been proposed we should

apply has been almost enormous. Similar de-

mands produce similar’ solutions, and it is

therefore not entirely strange that we receive

many identical suggestionsat different periods
for performing a given class of work. In these

cases the remitter of the suggestioninvariably
becomes incredulous that his own idea could

possiblyhave been anticipated by anyone else.

Although, as we have stated, the ““Mono-
type’’lends itself to the applicationof attach-

ments, it is remarkable how few have been of

such universal utility to users that they have
been adopted as details of the standard equip-
ment of the machine. This speakswell for the

comprehensivenessof the original design. A

notable exception has been the case of the

mould low-spacemechanism, This was first

applied as an attachment or “‘extra’’, but is

now an integral part of the equipment of every
machine sold. The same applies to the attach-

ment which extended the maximum measure of

composition from 42 ems to 60 ems; this is

now part of the standard equipment.
Amongst the “‘Monotype”’attachments that

have not reached the standard equipment stage
the following are the most important:

DISPLAY TYPE-CASTING ATTACHMENT

This attachment increases the capacityof the

composition machine as a typecaster up to 48
point. A further attachment permits leads and

rules to be cast in continuous strips, which may
be automaticallycut to any desired length. The

range of leads and rules cast may be anything
from 14 point to 12 point.

EXTENDED MATRIX-CASE

An attachment for increasing the capacityof

the matrix-case by two more rows, adding 30
matrices to it.

LEADING ATTACHMENT

For automatically inserting leads between

the lines as the latter are placed in the galley.

LARGE TYPE COMPOSITION ATTACHMENT

The standard “Monotype” composes type

up to 12 point. The Large Type Composition
Attachment increased this limit up to 2.4 point.

TEMPERATURE REGULATOR

For automaticallycontrolling the inlet of gas
so that an equable temperature of the molten

%:
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ATTACHMENTS

metal may be maintained. Previously a ther-

mometer was used to indicate the temperature,
and when an excess of heat was registered the

gas supply had to be reduced by hand. Con-

sequentlythe metal was frequently permitted
to become overheated, impairing its quality, or

allowed to reach such a low temperature that

imperfect casting resulted.

UNIT-ADDING ATTACHMENT

This enables the body of the type to be cast

to a greater width than the design of the

character to be cast on it, so that the type may

appear uniformly spaced. This is in common

demand in German composition, and in recent

years has also become fashionable among many
British printers, owing to the vogue of spacing
out lines of small capitals.

LETTER-SPACING ATTACHMENT

A device for easily converting type bodies

into justifyingspaces, so that (for example)the

narrow measures usually necessary at the sides

of illustrations may be justifiedby casting the

characters slightly apart.

TABULAR COMPOSITION ATTACHMENT

This is a keyboard attachment for auto-

matically adjusting the keyboard measures

when a table of many columns of different

measutes is beingcomposedso that all the lines

of the column may be set right across as

readilyas lines of straightforwardcomposition.

NINETY-EM ATTACHMENT

A keyboardattachment for composing to a

width of 90 ems of the type body size. The

standard keyboardis equipped to compose to a

measure of 65 ems of the type body size.

The foregoing are attachments of major im-

portance, and are applied by users to their
machines with more or-less frequency. The

followingare of lesser importance, but in

special circumstances they all prove to be

exceedinglyuseful as time savers.

LINE TRIP ATTACHMENT

This is a small device fixed to the caster

galleybracket so that when casting sorts a pre-
decided length of line will be automatically
carried to the galley, and the lines will be
stacked in the galleyin regular order similar to

lines of composition. This avoids the use of

any paper ribbon, and reduces very consider-

ably the work of the attendant.

MOULD BLADE COVER

A small device screwed to the top of the

composition mould, for use when casting
quads and spaces for case work, This does

away with the necessity of attaching the bridge
to the machine. Where much quad and space

casting are done this device saves considerable
wear upon the mould surface.

THREE-UNIT JUSTIFYING SPACE ATTACHMENT

This is a small keyboard attachment for

reducing the thinnest space cast in composition
to three units of set. Used where very closely
spacedcomposition is demanded.

UNIT-INDICATOR

A small attachment fixed in front of the

unit stops on the keyboard for indicating the

unit value of any key struck. Very useful to an

operator during tabular composition.

UNIT WHEEL POSITIONER,

For advancing or reversing the position of

the unit wheel by means of a geared wheel

instead of by hand.

ELECTRIC LIGHT EQUIPMENT

For the better illumination of the keyboard,
the electric light being focussed upon the

mechanism and the copy where it is most

needed.

BOOK COPY HOLDER

For holding books and large sheets of copy.

Very convenient in cases where the books or

other copy must not be creased or soiled.
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LOOSE LEAF COPY HOLDER

Fot loose leaves and large sheets of copy up
to 18 inches long and 18 inches wide.

LINE REPEATING ATTACHMENT

This is an attachment applied to the paper
tower of the caster for facilitatingthe repeating
of lines of composition, headings of books,
border pages, etc., by means of a continuous

perforated ribbon. By its use the caster will
continue to repeat lines or groups of lines

indefinitely,the only attention necessary on the

part of the operator being to keep the machine

supplied with metal.
It is common knowledgethat machine users

as a class look with disfavour upon attachments
of any kind. There is a tendencyto view them

as “‘extras’’ producedby the manufacturers for
the purpose of securing extra trade.

This is an entirely erroneous impression, for

their manufacture and application cannot

possibly be so profitable as the production of

equipment which is common to every machine

made, On the other hand the manufacturer

cannot be expected to apply to every machine

produceda mechanism that is likely to be used

by only one user in five hundred.

We wish it therefore to be understood that
the attachments which we offer for sale are

produced more for the benefit of those “‘Mono-

type’ users who have need of them than for

our own profit.If any of them can be used with
reasonable frequencyit will be found profitable
to apply them.

Further particulars and prices of the attach-
ments referred to may be had upon application
to our Sales Department, 43 Fetter Lane,
London, E.C.4.
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A FAMOUS BOOK

WITH SOME ACCOUNT OF ITS CHIEF AUTHOR:

LUCIEN ALPHONSE LEGROS

EVERY printer, in fact every person who
makes any pretensions to being an expert in

typographic technique,has at least one shelf of

reference books to which he can turn, either to

refresh his memory or to extend his special
knowledge.However short this shelf may be,
it must be at least 10” high, otherwise it will
not accommodate the very book in which the

whole collection started— that inexhaustible
and indispensablevolume called Typographical
Printing-Surfaces,the Technologyand Mechanism of
their Production, by L. A. Legros and John
Cameron Grant. Almost any reading list of a

printing subject can safelystart with this book,
particularlyas it is never safe to study any one

cell in the honeycombof typography without
reference to the whole structure. And in

“Legros and Grant’ that whole group of pro-
cesses which for convenience we call “‘printing”’
is put before the student. This is not to say
that the book is no more than a thesis; it is also
a studied and fundamental analysis. That in

fact is its chief advantageto the beginner.It is

by no means unimportant, for example, that

anyone wanting to know about type faces
should go straight back to the earlyhand mould
to find out exactly how this basicallysimple
device has evolved. Before any theories can be

laid down in regard to type design, it is abso-

lutely necessary to know how certain optical
effects cheat the eye, and what those effects are.

Since 1923 typographyhas had an appeal for

the generalpublic that it has never had before,
and a large number of books, theoretical and

practical,have popularized the art. Hence it is

still possible to confound a young and glib
enthusiast with the exclamation: “What, you
have never consulted ‘Legros and Grant’?’

en

Until a short while ago, the excuse, if any,
could have been that the book, at £3 7s. 6d.,
was too expensive for the young student’s

purse. Now, most happily, that is no longer
true. Copies may be obtained from Mr. L. A.

Legros at the very modest price of 16s. The

edition, unlike its contents, is not inexhaustible,

so those who wish to take advantageof this
remarkable opportunity are advised to make

applicationwithout delay.*
* Orders, preferablyaccompaniedby a postal order,

should be addressed to Mr. Legros, 58 Hale Lane, Mill

Hill, N.W.7
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As a man chiefly responsible for the book,
Mr. Legros would in any event be a figure of

great interest to our readers, but few of them

are likely to realize the extent of his activities.

His career would be a rich mine to any bio-

grapher who wished to select a type of “‘the

man behind the new age’’—not the business

man, not even the scientist or engineer in the

ordinary sense, but what might be called the

“philosophic engineer”; the man to whom

mathematics, physics and human psychology
are all tools to be handled deftly, even with

profoundartistry, for purposes which only the

visionary can even foresee at the time. The

laymanmay be amazed to hear that a president
of the Société des Ingénieurs Civils de France,
and one of the pioneer researchers into such

different subjects as tractive effort and in-

dustrial psychologyshould have stepped aside

to produce(almost as a by-product!) the one

greatest text book of typographictechnology.
He may also wonder at the contention that

much of the technologicalwork of this great

engineer could have been directed by a special
form of the “‘artistic temperament’’so richly
inherited from his father, Alphonse Legros,
one of the modern masters of etching.*

Yet those who met Mr. Lucien Legros as a

stranger might guess him to be either an artist

or an explorer (the words are to some extent

synonymous), and not a man who was once

able, by crawling under a broken-down tram,

to see what had happenedto an axle and thereby
to start a series of important deductions on the

behaviour of steel.

Mr. L. A. Legros has given us, in an inter-

view, some interesting comments on how the

book came to be written.

“Early in 1900,” he said, “the Wicks

Rotary ‘Type-castingMachine was in diffi-

culties arising out of inaccuracies in the work,
and I was asked to report to the Company

* A fine series of reproductionsof the etchings of

AlphonseLegros appeared in 1926,and was No. 9 of

“Modern Masters of Etching,”’published by The Studio,

Iz

generallyon these difficulties. In the past I had

been accustomed to take up branch after branch

of engineering work, and had generallybeen

able to be providedwith text books from my
old friend—the late Mr. B. T. Batsford, the

publisher of works on Engineeringand Archi-

tecture; but on this occasion I was to learn that

the technology of printing type was quite a

different story. The books obtainable were very
few, the information they contained was scanty,
the books were difficult to obtain, and the

information required could seldom be found in

any one source. It was not possibleto get much
out of the English text-books although there

were a few British and American works: every
other nation, however, has done something to

meet this hiatus, and the recommendation of

Mr. Batsford to go to the St. Bride’s Institute,
as the most likely source of information, helped
certainly, but it showed the absence of really
useful technical tables and data.

“The paucity of data and doubtfulness of

their source reminded me of a story told by Sir

Frederick Bramwell a year or two earlier. This

related to a Royal Commission, appointed to

investigate the breeding placesand migrations
of the fishes in the North Sea. After gathering
all the information rendered available by the

fishermen, the members of the Commission

found that the data thus obtained were so con-

flicting as to be absolutely useless. Then a

Member of the Commission had a brain-wave:

‘If we cannot get the truth from the fishermen

why not ask the questions of the fish !’ The

result was the marking of the fish with the

metal tabs which are reportedwhere and when

the fish are caught at later periods. This

method has rendered it possible to locate the

spawning groundsand avoid the extinction of

the species.
“Applying a similar argument to the

dimensions and forms of type faces it was easy
to ascertain the magnitudesof the various in-

accuracies which must be introduced into the

design in order that the characters may appear
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correct when the type has been printed.
Measurements of apparent errors could be

recorded and tabulated, and the hitherto hidden

rules known to the eye of the craftsman could

—by the use of the micrometer-microscope—
reduce the judgment of the designer to the

various dimensions and data necessary for re-

producing old founts and introducing new

founts. Measurements take the place of guess-
work or of the individual’s estimate whereas

all can be governedby rules based on what the

eyeof the expertwill accept and approve. The

micrometer-microscope, used by a_ skilled

mechanic, can unravel the tangle of apparent
errors, in serif, main-stroke, counters and hair-

lines, as well as the positioning of round-sorts

in relation to the lower and upper lines, that is

the lines of top and bottom serifs. It is by such

measures that the punches can position the

characters in true relation.”

A paper read by Mr. Legros before the

Institution of Mechanical Engineers in 1908
aroused such general interest that it became

advisable to expand the paper into the present
volume which, with its very full index, comes

to 732 pages. The chaptersdevoted to mecha-

nical casting should now be read in the light
of subsequentdevelopments,chiefly the great

expansionof composingrange and versatility
of the

‘

“Monotype”since 1915, and should

anyonewish to have a dramatic proofof the im-

provement of the printer’s type repertory since

that date, it is only necessary to begin the

B

chapteron type faces to realize that there were

in those days literally only two available text

faces which were not more or less offensive to

the eye. But even here there is an invaluable
lesson to be learnt from the comparison of

haw lengthsof various founts, while the

figuressuperimposingdifferenteer (to test

the chances of mis-reading by substitution) go
to the very heart of the problem of legibility.

One question about “Legros and Grant”

which is very familiar to printing librarians

concerns the authorship of the Mirrour of
Prynting, from which those lively quotations
are taken to head various chapters. Many an

enthusiast has longed to reprint this philo-
sophic little book of an old master craftsman;
but the British Museum will be searched in

vain, for ic does not exist save in these charm-

ing “‘excerpts’’.
Apart from his ten years research on type

and the numerous scientific papers on auto-

motive attraction, Mr. Legros has published
papers both in French and English on ‘The

economy of human effort in relation to in-

dustrial fatigue,” and (in 1927), “Technical

and non-Technical Management’; his “Note

on the legibility of printed matter”, published
in 1922, is a standard work of reference, and

be was one of the committee appointed to

select the best faces of type and models for

displayof governmentptinting, the fineness of

which have givengreat moral support to the

better class of printers throughout the country.
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Now includes this useful Bold Condensed,

Series 343, in Composition 6 to I2pt. and 14 to 36pt. Display

ABCDEFGHIJKL abcdefghijkIm 1234567890 nopqrstuvwxyz

This stunning Extra Bold, 321

CcC | C | FP) CAPs72PT.
3 ) i ) Re No.338

Auseful range of ITALICS in Extra Light(362)

Normal (262), and Heavy (275), and other

supplementary series, all of which are shown

in display in our Monthly News Letter.

_A “Miniature Historyof Typography” is obtainable (while copies last) from

_

The Monotype Corporation Limited, London



THE MONOTYPE CORPORATION LIMITED

43 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4

Telephone:Central 8551-5

Representatives of The Monotype Corporation stand ready at any time to advise on methods of increasing
output, special operations, etc., of the ‘“Monotype”’and its supplies, and to furnish specimens, trial

settings and advice on new type faces.

BRANCHES

BRISTOL West India House, 54 Baldwin Street. Bristol 24452
BIRMINGHAM King’s Court, 115 Colmore Row. Central 1205
GLAsGow Castle Chambers, 55 West Regent Street, C.2. Douglas3934

MANCHESTER6 St. Ann’s Passage. Blackfriars4880

DuBLin 39 Lower Ormond Quay. Dublin 44667

OVERSEAS BRANCHES

AUSTRALIA 117 Birrell Street, Waverley,Sydney, N.S.W. (G. S. Inman)
CHINA The Monotype Corporation Ltd., 17 The Bund, Shanghai
INDIA The Monotype Corporation Ltd., 27/5 Waterloo Street, Calcutta; P.O. Box 305,

Bombay; P.O. Box 336, Mount Road, Madras

New ZEALAND 210 Madras Street, Christchurch. (C. J. Morrison)
SouTH AFRICA Monotype Machinery(S.A.) Ltd., Kodak House, Shortmarket and Loop Streets,

P.O. Box 1680, Cape Town

CONTINENTAL ADDRESSES

BELGIUM AND Th. Deleau, 28 Rue Archiméde, Bruxelles (Belgium)
LUXEMBOURG

GERMANY Setzmaschinen-Fabrik Monotype G.m.b.H., Kreuzbergstrasse30, Berlin SW61
#

EstHoniA, Latvia KirjateollisuusasioimistoOsakeyhtié, Kalevankatu 13, Helsingfors(Finland)
AND FINLAND

FRANCE Société Anonyme Monotype, 85 Rue Denfert-Rochereau, Paris (XIV®)
GREECE K. Trimeri, 169 Asklipiou,Athenes

HOLLAND The Monotype Corporation Limited, 142 Keizersgracht,Amsterdam

ITALY Silvio Massini, Via Due Macelli 6, Roma

Norway Olaf Gulowsen A/S, Akersgaten49, Oslo

POLAND Interprint Bronislaw S, Szczepski,ul. Szpitalna 12, Warszawa

ROUMANIA Henry and Emanuel Frankel, Strada Smardan 4, Bukarest I

SWITZERLANDThe Monotype Corporation Ltd., 634 Nauenstrasse, Basel

CzECHOSLOVAKIA Ing. Robert Jockel, Kostelni ul. 10, Prag VII

HuNGARY Nador Lajos,Futo-Utea 27, Budapest

We beg to remind our friends and the Trade generally that the name “‘Monotype”’is our Registered
Trade Mark and indicates (in this country) that the goods to which it is applied are of our manufacture

or merchandise. Customers are requested to see that all keyboards,casters, accessories, paper, and other

goodsof the kind suppliedby us bear the RegisteredTrade Mark, in guarantee that these are genuine.
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